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ABSTRACT
In recent years, we havewitnessed a growing interest in data science
not only from academia but particularly from companies investing
in data science platforms to analyze large amounts of data. In this
process, a myriad of data science artifacts, such as datasets and
pipeline scripts, are created. Yet, there has so far been no systematic
attempt to holistically exploit the collected knowledge and expe-
riences that are implicitly contained in the specification of these
pipelines, e.g., compatible datasets, cleansing steps, ML algorithms,
parameters, etc. Instead, data scientists still spend a considerable
amount of their time trying to recover relevant information and ex-
periences from colleagues, trial and error, lengthy exploration, etc.
In this paper, we, therefore, propose a scalable system (KGLiDS) that
employs machine learning to extract the semantics of data science
pipelines and captures them in a knowledge graph, which can then
be exploited to assist data scientists in various ways. This abstrac-
tion is the key to enabling Linked Data Science since it allows us to
share the essence of pipelines between platforms, companies, and
institutions without revealing critical internal information and in-
stead focusing on the semantics of what is being processed and how.
Our comprehensive evaluation uses thousands of datasets and more
than thirteen thousand pipeline scripts extracted from data discov-
ery benchmarks and the Kaggle portal and shows that KGLiDS
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art systems on related tasks,
such as dataset recommendation and pipeline classification.

1 INTRODUCTION
Data science is the process of collecting, cleaning, and analyzing
structured and unstructured data to derive insights or to build
models for predicting particular tasks. To achieve these goals, data
science is founded on datasets and the pipelines built on top of
them. In recent years, we have witnessed a growing interest in data
science not only from academia but particularly from companies
owning colossal amounts of data and investing in data science
platforms to help develop and enhance pipelines analyzing these
datasets for various tasks. Furthermore, open data science and
collaborative portals, such as Kaggle [1] and OpenML [36], are
expanding in popularity as well; the Kaggle portal, for instance,
contains tens of thousands of open datasets and hundreds of
thousands of associated data science pipelines [26]. Despite the
importance of efforts and their large-scale nature, existing systems
do not offer a holistic approach but instead consider data science
artifacts, e.g., datasets and pipeline scripts, only in isolation from
each other; there is little or no support to help users learn from the
experiences and best practices connecting datasets and pipelines.

A data scientist building a pipeline, for instance, is generally
interested in datasets relevant to the task at hand, whether on open
data portals or within their enterprise, as well as in previously built
pipelines using these datasets. Integrating related datasets builds
upon traditional approaches for data enrichment (e.g. by having
more rows or columns) and data integrity checks, and allows not
only to fulfill the initial task but can also enable a broader range
of analyses by introducing additional dimensions and perspectives.
The associated data science pipelines then allow the data scientist to
benefit from the accumulated (public or enterprise) domain knowl-
edge about the datasets, which helps accelerating the development
and discovery of new solutions and possibilities. Unfortunately,
existing portals and platforms have no or little support to assist
data scientists in easily exploring and systematically discovering
data science artifacts. Instead, existing platforms offer only isolated
and limited support for dataset search or pipeline recommendation.

To overcome this lack of support and to allow for the under-
standing and maintenance of large repositories of pipelines, a
number of techniques [3, 7, 21] has been proposed to provide
machine-readable semantic abstractions of software code. However,
the majority of these systems targets statically-typed languages like
Java, where accurate static code analysis is feasible. However, the
vast majority of data science pipelines is not written in Java but in
Python, which makes these approaches inapplicable. For example,
over 91% (∼553,000) of pipelines on Kaggle are written in Python
according to the Meta Kaggle dataset. Moreover, even existing
approaches for Python code [3] resort to using general-purpose
static code analysis techniques although for a dynamic language,
such as Python, accurate static analysis is challenging or even
infeasible in some cases [34]. Hence, there is a need for approaches
tailored specifically to the requirements of data science pipelines
in Python and their particularities.

Existing platforms, such as Google Dataset Search, or enter-
prise data catalog tools, such as Amundsen[6], offer a rudimentary
form of searching for relevant datasets based on keyword matching.
Hence, these systems do not allow discovering datasets based on cer-
tain characteristics or similar datasets given a sample or a complete
dataset [8, 12, 29]. Other state-of-the-art data discovery approaches,
e.g., for measuring table relatedness [38], identifying joinable [40]
or unionable [29] tables, work in isolation from each other and do
not support discovery based on a combination of diverse features.

In conclusion, although some techniques have been proposed
for dataset and pipeline discovery, they (i) have been studied in
isolation, (ii) come with several shortcomings, and (iii) have not
been integrated in existing platforms that can be used in practice. In
this paper, we therefore propose KGLiDS, a fully-fledged platform
powered by knowledge graphs capturing the semantics of data
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Figure 1: An overview ofKGLiDS’smain components and the interactionwith data sources and pipeline scriptsmanaged by dif-
ferent data science platforms. Data science pipelines and the associated datasets are analyzed via the Pipeline Abstraction and
Data Profiling components, respectively. The KG Builder consumes their outputs to construct the LiDS graph and maintains
the graph and associated embeddings into an RDF-star and embedding stores. Different users can interact with KGLiDS via the
KGLiDS Interfaces to extract information or to share with the community their models developed on top of the LiDS graph.

science artifacts, incl. both datasets and pipelines as well as their
interconnections. To the best of our knowledge, KGLiDS is the
first system to encapsulate both aspects of data science in a single
representation. In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

• The first platform to enable Linked Data Science1.
• Capturing the semantics related to data science from
pipeline scripts at scale with specific support for Python.
• Scalable deep learning-based data profiling techniques and
fine-grained type inference methods to construct a global
representation of datasets.
• A comprehensive evaluation using thousands of datasets
and more than thirteen thousand pipeline scripts extracted
from data discovery benchmarks and Kaggle – showing the
superiority of KGLiDS over the state of the art.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides an architecture overview of KGLiDS. Section 3 describes
our knowledge graph construction process. Section 4 highlights
the KGLiDS interfaces. Section 5 discusses the results of our
comprehensive evaluation. Sections 6 and 7 present related work
and conclusion.

2 KGLIDS AND LINKED DATA SCIENCE
The architecture of KGLiDS is illustrated in Figure 1. The main
components are: (1) KG Governor, which is responsible for creat-
ing, maintaining, and synchronizing the KGLiDS knowledge graph
with the covered data science artifacts, pipelines, and datasets, (2)
KGLiDS Storage, which stores the constructed knowledge graphs as
well as embeddings and ML models, (3) KGLiDS Interfaces, which
allows a diverse range of users to interact with KGLiDS to extract
information or share their findings with the community.

1The KGLiDS repository, technical report, ontology, and datasets can be accessed at
https://github.com/CoDS-GCS/kglids

2.1 The KG Governor and Data Science
Artifacts

KGLiDS captures semantics of data science artifacts, i.e., pipelines
and their associated datasets, by applying novel methods for
pipeline abstraction and data profiling. During bootstrapping,
KGLiDS is deployed by enabling the KG Govenor to profile the
local datasets and abstract pipeline scripts to construct a knowl-
edge graph as illustrated in Figure 1. The KG Governor consists of:
(A) Pipeline Abstraction, which captures semantics of pipelines by
analyzing pipeline scripts, programming libraries documentation,
and usage of datasets, (B) Data Profiling, which collects metadata
and learns representations of datasets including columns and tables,
and (C) Knowledge Graph Construction, which builds and maintains
the LiDS graph and embeddings. In KG Construction, the Global
Graph Linker performs link prediction between nodes, e.g., linking
a table used in a pipeline and exists in a dataset.

KGLiDS adopts embedding-based methods to predict relation-
ships among data items and utilizes MapReduce algorithms to guar-
antee a scalable approach for constructing the graph from large
growing datasets and pipelines. KGLiDS is not a static platform; as
more datasets and pipelines are added, KGLiDS continuously and
incrementally maintains the LiDS graph. To avoid having to run the
prediction every time a user wants to use the system, predictions are
materialized and the resulting nodes and edges annotatedwith a pre-
diction score expressing the degree of confidence in the prediction.
The Linked Data Science (LiDS) ontology. To store the created
knowledge graph in a standardized and well-structured way, we
developed an ontology for linked data science: the LiDS ontology. Its
main types of nodes (classes) are: datasets (with related nodes repre-
senting datasets, tables, and columns), libraries, and pipeline scripts
(with related nodes describing statements). The LiDS ontology con-
ceptualizes the data, pipeline, and library entities in data science
platforms, as illustrated in Figure 2. The ontology is specified in
the Web Ontology Language (OWL 2) and has 13 classes, 19 object
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properties, and 22 data properties. OWL was chosen as a standard
because of its integral support of interoperability and sharing data
on theWeb and across platforms. The URIs of classes and properties
(relationships) have the prefix http://kglids.org/ontology/, while data
instances (resources) have the prefix http://kglids.org/resource/. For
example, a column Age in a table train.csv of the titanic dataset
has the URI http://kglids.org/resource/kaggle/titanic/train.csv/Age.
Similarly, libraries are identified by unique URIs such as
http://kglids.org/resource/library/sklearn/svm/SVC.
The Linked Data Science (LiDS) graph. We refer to the graph
populating the ontology with instances of the classes as the
LiDS graph. Using the RDF standard [24] , KGLiDS captures
and describes the relationships among these entities and uses
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) for nodes and edges in
the LiDS graph so that the graph can easily be published and
shared on the Web. All entities are associated with an RDF label
and RDF type to facilitate RDF reasoning on top of the LiDS
graph. Example object properties include column similarity rela-
tionships: http://kglids.org/ontology/data/hasLabelSimilarity,
and data flow between pipeline statements:
http://kglids.org/ontology/pipeline/hasDataFlowTo,
while data properties include statement parameters:
http://kglids.org/ontology/pipeline/hasParameter.

2.2 The KGLiDS Storage and Interfaces
KGLiDS maintains different types of information, namely the LiDS
graph, the generated embeddings for columns and tables, and the
machine learning models for different use cases. The current imple-
mentation of KGLiDS adopts the RDF model to manage the LiDS
graph and uses Stardog as storage engine [11]. KGLiDS uses RDF-
based knowledge graph technology because (i) it already includes
the formalization of rules and metadata using a controlled vocab-
ulary for the labels in the graphs ensuring interoperability [13, 37],
(ii) it has built-in notions of modularity in the form of named graphs,
for instance, each pipeline is abstracted in its own named graph [10],
and (iii) it is schema-agnostic, allowing the platform to support rea-
soning and semantic manipulation, e.g., adding new labeled edges
between equivalent artifacts, as the platform evolves [9, 14, 39], and
(iv) it has a powerful query language (SPARQL) to support federated
query processing [4, 27, 35]. In extension, KGLiDS uses the RDF-star
[17] model, which supports annotating edges between nodes with
metadata, which enables us, for instance, to capture the similarity
scores for similarity edges between column nodes of datasets.

KGLiDS uses an embedding store, i.e., Faiss [22], to index the
generated embeddings and enable several methods for similarity
search based on approximate nearest neighbor operations on both
CPU and GPU. This allows users to query the LiDS graph based
on the embeddings associated with graph nodes. Finally, KGLiDS
also stores the ML models developed on top of the LiDS graph.

The KGLiDS portal supports access restrictions to prevent unau-
thorized users or could be public for anyone. Authorized users have
access to query the LiDS graph or embeddings. However, access-
ing the actual data files in an enterprise may need another level
of authorization. A broad range of users with different technical
backgrounds can use and benefit from KGLiDS, which provides a
simplified interface for non-technical users where pre-configured
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Figure 2: An overview of the LiDS graph, which consists of
the dataset, library, and pipeline graphs. Each pipeline is iso-
lated in a named graph.

operations are available, as well as an interface for experts that al-
lows, for instance, editing parameters or formulating ad-hoc queries
against the LiDS graph to discover data items and pipelines. Interop-
erability with other tools was one of KGLiDS’s design goals. Hence,
KGLiDS, for instance, exports query results as Pandas DataFrame,
a widely used format in data science [33].

3 THE KGLIDS GOVERNOR
The core component of the KGLiDS platform is the KG Gover-
nor, which captures the semantics of datasets, associated data sci-
ence pipelines, and programming libraries to construct (i) pipeline
graphs, e.g., each pipeline script is abstracted and stored in a sepa-
rate named graph, (ii) a library graph for all programming libraries
used by the abstracted pipelines, and (iii) a dataset graph, i.e., a
global schema for datasets accessible by KGLiDS. For pipeline and li-
brary graphs, KGLiDS performs static code analysis combined with
documentation and dataset usage analysis to naturally interlink a
pipeline graph into the dataset and library graphs. For the dataset
graph, KGLiDS starts by profiling the datasets at the granularity of
columns and then predicts links between columns.

3.1 Pipeline Abstraction
A data science pipeline, i.e., code or script, performs one or more
data science tasks, e.g., data analysis, visualization, or modelling.
The pipeline could be abstracted as a control flow graph, in which
code statements are nodes and edges are a flow of instruction or
data. The objective of pipeline abstraction is to have a language-
independent representation of the pipeline semantics, such as code
and data flowwithin a pipeline, invocations of built-in or third-party
libraries, and parameters used in such invocations. This information
can be obtained using dynamic or static program analysis.

Dynamic vs. Static Code Analysis. Dynamic analysis involves
the execution of a pipeline and examining the memory traces of
each statement at run time. Thus, it is more detailed and accurate
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Algorithm 1: Pipeline Abstraction
Input: Pipeline Scripts S, Pipeline MetadataMD,

Programming Library Documentation LD
1 Main Node:
2 library_hierarchy← build_library_hierarchy_subgraph(LD)
3 pipeline_metadata←build_pipeline_metadata_subgraph(MD)
4 json.dump(library_hierarchy, pipeline_metadata)
5 S𝑟𝑑𝑑 .𝑚𝑎𝑝 (𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑧𝑒_𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒_𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡 )
6 Worker (Parallel) analyze_pipeline_script(s):
7 g← static_code_analysis(s) ⊲ Control and data flows

8 for node ∈ g ⊲ Documentation Analysis
9 if node calls library lib ∈ LD
10 node.return_type← LD [lib].return_type
11 node.parameter_names←LD[lib].parameters.names
12 for p ∈ LD [lib].parameters and p ∉ node.parameters
13 node.default_parameters += (p.name, p.value)
14 for node ∈ g ⊲ Dataset Usage Analysis
15 if node calls pandas.read_csv(dataset_name.csv)
16 node.detected_dataset_read← dataset_name

17 if node calls pandas.DataFrame[column_name]
18 node.detected_column_reads += column_name

19 json.dump(g) ⊲ Save abstracted pipeline graph

but does not scale. This is because executing a pipeline is costly in
terms of time and memory. It also involves setting up the runtime
environment, which is not always possible due to, for example, dep-
recated libraries. In contrast, static code analysis is less accurate,
especially for dynamic languages, such as Python and R. However,
it scales well to thousands of pipelines as no pipeline execution is
required. To overcome these limitations, KGLiDS combines static
code analysis with library documentation and dataset usage analy-
ses to have a rich semantic abstraction that captures the essential
concepts in data science pipelines. Algorithm 1 is the pseudocode
of our Pipeline Abstraction algorithm. The main inputs of Algo-
rithm 1 are a dataset 𝑆 = {𝑠}, where 𝑠 is a pipeline script, 𝑀𝐷

metadata of pipelines, such as information of datasets used in the
pipeline, pipeline author, and its score, and 𝐿𝐷 documentations of
programming libraries. The algorithm also maintains the library
graph for the used libraries and a named graph for each pipeline
(lines 2 to 3). Our algorithm decomposes the pipeline abstraction
into a set of independent jobs (line 5), where each job is to generate
an abstracted graph (named graph) per a pipeline script (line 19).

Static Code Analysis. Algorithm 1 applies static code analysis per
𝑠 (line 7). KGLiDS utilizes the lightweight static code analysis tools,
which are natively supported by several programming languages,
such as Python (via, for instance ast and astor) or R (via, for in-
stance, CodeDepends). Each statement corresponds to a variable
assignment or a method call. If there are multiple calls in a single
line, they will correspond to multiple statements. For each state-
ment, we store the following: i) code flow, i.e., the order of execution
of statements, ii) data flow, i.e., subsequent statements that read or
manipulate the same data variable, and iii) Control flow type, i.e.,
whether the statement occurs in a loop, a conditional, an import,
or a user-defined function block, which captures the semantics of
how a statement is executed, and iv) statement text, i.e., the raw
text of the statement as it appears in the pipeline. We discard from
our analysis statements that have no significance in the pipeline
semantics, such as print(), DataFrame.head(), and summary().

 1  import pandas as pd
 2  from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier
 3  from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
 4  from sklearn.metrics import accuracy score 
 5  # Read the dataset 
 6  df = pd.read_csv('titanic/train.csv')
 7  X,y = df.drop('Survived', axis=1), df['Survived']
 8  X['NomralizedAge'] = (X['Age'] - X['Age'].mean()) / X['Age'].std()
 9  # Split to train and test 
10  X_train,y_train,X_test,y_test = train_test_split(X,y,test_size=0.2)
11  print(X_train.shape)
12  # Train an RF classifier 
13  clf = RandomForestClassifier(50, max_depth=10)
14  clf.fit(X_train, y_train)
15  # Evaluate the classifier 
16  print(accuracy_score(y_test, clf.predict(X_test)) 

Figure 3: A running example to demonstrate the KGLiDS
Pipeline Abstraction. In this pipeline script, a dataset is
loaded using Pandas and split into training and testing por-
tions. Then, a random forest classifier is fitted and evalu-
ated.

Documentation Analysis. Static analysis is not sufficient to cap-
ture all semantics of a pipeline. For instance, it cannot detect that
pd.read_csv() in line 6 in Figure 3 returns a Pandas DataFrame
object. In Algorithm 1, we enrich the static program analysis using
the documentation of data science libraries (lines 8 to 13). Each
statement from static program analysis is enriched by the library it
calls, names and values of parameters, including implicit and default
ones, and data types of return variables. For each class and method
in the documentation, we build a JSON document containing the
names, values, and data types of input parameters, including default
parameters, as well as their return data types. This analysis enables
accurate data type detection for library calls. It also allows the infer-
ence of names of implicit call parameters, such as n_estimators,
the first parameter in line 13 in Figure 3. A useful by-product of
documentation analysis is the library graph, indicating methods
belonging to classes, sub-packages, etc. (shown in red in Figure 2).
This is useful for deriving exciting insights related to data science
programming languages. For example, it helps find which libraries
are used more frequently than others. KGLiDS, enable retrieving
this kind of insight via queries against the LiDS graph.

Predicting Dataset Usage. The critical aspect of our LiDS graph
is the realization of connections between pipeline statements and
the tables or columns used by the pipeline. These connections en-
able the novel use-cases of linked data science platforms In KGLiDS,
we build these links in two phases. First, Algorithm 1 applies dataset
usage analysis to predict such cases and adds a node of the Pre-
dicted Dataset Usage (lines 14 to 18). If statement reads a table via
pandas.read_csv (e.g. line 7 in Figure 3) or a column via string
indices over DataFrames (e.g. line 8 in Figure 3), such tables or
columns are predicted as potential reads of actual data. Second,
when constructing the knowledge graph, these predicted nodes
are later verified by the Graph Linker against the Data Global
Schema of the corresponding dataset.

3.2 Data Profiling
KGLiDS profiles datasets to learn representations (embeddings) of
columns and tables, then generates fixed-size and dense embed-
dings based on their content (e.g., column values) and semantics
(e.g., table or column names). Moreover, our profiler collects sta-
tistics and classifies columns into 7 fine-grained types using our
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Algorithm 2: Data Profiling
Input: Datasets D, CoLR Models H\,T , Word EmbeddingsW, NER Model 𝑓𝜎

1 Main Node:
2 columns𝑟𝑑𝑑 = {𝑐 ;𝑐 ∈ 𝑡 ; 𝑡 ∈ D} ⊲ Columns in all tables

3 columns𝑟𝑑𝑑 .𝑚𝑎𝑝 (𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒_𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛)
4 Worker (Parallel) profile_column(col):
5 M = col.metadata ⊲ Table and dataset membership

6 fgt = infer_fine_grained_type(𝑐𝑜𝑙,W, 𝑓𝜎 )
7 S = collect_stats(𝑐𝑜𝑙, fgt) ⊲ Statistics e.g. #NaNs

8 E = [0]300×1 ⊲ 300-Dimensional column embedding

9 for val ∈ col do
10 E← E + 1

|𝑐𝑜𝑙 |ℎ\,fgt (𝑣𝑎𝑙) ⊲ Avg. CoLR over values

11 CP = {M, fgt, S, E} ⊲ Column profile

12 json.dump(CP) ⊲ Store

data type inference module. Inspired by [28], we developed a deep
learning model to generate column learned representations (CoLR)
based on their content. For embeddings based on label semantics,
i.e., column names, we developed a method based on Word Em-
beddings [15]. KGLiDS analyzes datasets at the level of individual
columns. We developed KGLiDS to profile datasets at scale. This is
achieved through two main steps: (i) using CoLR to get fixed-size
embeddings per column and (ii) performing a pairwise comparison
between columns of the same type. Our data profiling is devel-
oped using PySpark to enable distributed computation. Moreover,
KGLiDS handles files of different formats, such as CSV and JSON,
and connects to relational DB and NoSQL systems. Algorithm 2
is the pseudocode of our data profiling algorithm. It receives: (i)
a dataset 𝐷 consisting of one or more tables, (ii) a set of CoLR
modelsH\,T to generate embeddings of columns the fine-grained
data types, and (iii) an NER model and a set of word embeddings
and to predict fine-grained types. In Algorithm 2, tables are broken
down into a set of columns. Then, KGLiDS uses Spark to generate
a column profile (JSON) per column (lines 2 and 3).

Data Type Inference. KGLiDS predicts similarities between
columns across tables by performing a pairwise comparison be-
tween embeddings of columns having the same fine-grained type –
this helps reduce the cost of constructing the dataset graph. KGLiDS
infers for each column (line 6) a fine-grained data type out of 7
types, namely: integers, floats, booleans, dates, named entities (e.g.
names of persons, locations, languages), natural language texts (e.g.
product reviews, comments), and generic strings that do not fall
into the previous categories (e.g. postal codes, IDs). Named entities
are predicted using a named entity recognition (NER) model [32],
while natural language texts are predicted based on the existence
of corresponding word embeddings for the tokens. Having fine-
grained types dramatically reduces the number of false positives
in column similarity prediction, as these similarities are predicted
only between columns of the same fine-grained type.

Dataset Embeddings. The data profiling component generates
a column learned representation (CoLR) for each column based
on its fine-grained type and actual values using our pre-trained
embedding models. The CoLR models capture similarities between
column values and provide three main advantages to KGLiDS. First,
higher accuracy of predicted column content similarities in contrast
to hand-crafted meta-features, which have been shown to fail when

a column distribution does not match the designed features [20, 28].
Second, enabling data discovery without exposing datasets’ raw
content is invaluable in an enterprise setting, where access to the
raw data might be restricted. Third, a compact representation of
fixed-size embeddings, regardless of the actual dataset size, greatly
reduces the storage requirements.

Two columns have similar embeddings if their raw values have
high overlap, have similar distributions, or measure the same
variable – even with different distributions (e.g. area_sq_ft is
similar to area_sq_m). To generate a column embedding, a neural
network ℎ\ is applied to each value and averaged for the entire
column (lines 8-10). We trained ℎ\ on a collection of 5,500 tables
from Kaggle [1] and OpenML [36], where the input is a pair of
columns and whether they are similar (binary target variable)
using the binary cross-entropy loss [16]. In KGLiDS, the embedding
of a table is the concatenation of aggregated column embeddings
per fine-grained data type:

ℎ\ (D) =


𝑓 𝑔𝑡 ∈T

1
|𝑐 𝑓 𝑔𝑡 |

∑︁
𝑐 𝑓 𝑔𝑡 ∈D

ℎ\,𝑓 𝑔𝑡 (𝑐 𝑓 𝑔𝑡 ) (1)

where |𝑐 𝑓 𝑔𝑡 | is the number of columns in D with the fine-grained
type 𝑡 . Similarly, an embedding of a dataset is an aggregation of
its tables’ embeddings. The Data Profiling stores the generated
embeddings in the embedding store. For simplicity, we do not show
the generation of the table’s embeddings. Algorithm 2 generates a
column’s profile containing the predicted fine-grained type fgt, the
generated embeddings 𝐸, the column statistics 𝑆 , and metadataM
and dumps it as a JSON document (lines 11 and 12). Algorithm 2 is
designed to work with independent tasks at two levels. First, the
dataset is decomposed into independent tables. Second, each table
is decomposed into a set of columns, where most computations are
done. This design profiles datasets at scale.

3.3 The KG Construction
This section highlights the dataset graph construction and inter-
linking it with the pipeline graphs. The LiDS graph is maintained
as a Web-accessible graph based on our ontology.

Data Global Schema. Algorithm 3 illustrates the pseudocode of
our algorithm to construct the dataset graph. The algorithm re-
ceives a set of column profiles CP and a set of similarity thresholds.
Each profile contains the predicted fine-grained type T , the gen-
erated embeddings 𝐸, the column statistics 𝑆 , and metadata M,
which are generated by Algorithm 2. First, Algorithm 3 constructs
a metadata subgraph, which contains the hierarchy structure of
the datasets and statistics collected for each column. Next, the sim-
ilarity relationships are checked between all possible column pairs
having the same fine-grained data type and exist in different tables.
Algorithm 3 distributes the processing of the pairwise comparisons
in a MapReduce fashion (lines 9 to 19).

Each worker takes a pair of profiles and generates the similarity
edges, i.e., predicates, between them. Two columns have similarity
relationships if they have higher similarity scores than the prede-
fined thresholds for the following similarities: (i) label similarity:
exists between columns that have similar column names based on
GloVe Word embeddings [31] and a semantic similarity technique
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Algorithm 3: Data Global Schema Builder
Input: Column Profiles CP, Similarity Thresholds: 𝛼, 𝛽, \

1 Main Node:
2 CP𝑟𝑑𝑑 .mapPartitions(column_metadata_worker)

3 Worker (Parallel) column_metadata_worker(cp):
4 g = create_metadata_subgraph(𝑐𝑝)

5 json.dump(g) ⊲ Save metadata subgraph

6 Main Node:
⊲ column pairs with the same fine-grained type

7 P = {(𝑐𝑝𝑖 , 𝑐𝑝 𝑗 ) | 𝑐𝑝𝑖 , 𝑐𝑝 𝑗 ∈ CP; 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 ; T𝑐𝑝𝑖 = T𝑐𝑝𝑗 }
8 P𝑟𝑑𝑑 .mapPartitions(column_similarity_worker)

9 Worker (Parallel) column_similarity_worker(𝑐𝑝𝑖 , 𝑐𝑝 𝑗 ):
10 𝑔 = 𝜙

11 if word_embed_sim(𝑐𝑝𝑖 .𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙, 𝑐𝑝 𝑗 .𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙) ≥ 𝛼 :
12 add_edge(g, 𝑐𝑝𝑖 , 𝑐𝑝 𝑗 , "LabelSimilarity", 𝛼 )
13 if T𝑐𝑝𝑖 == "boolean" :
14 if (1− | 𝑐𝑝𝑖 .𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 − 𝑐𝑝 𝑗 .𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 |) ≥ 𝛽 :
15 add_edge(g, 𝑐𝑝𝑖 , 𝑐𝑝 𝑗 , "ContentSimilarity", 𝛽)
16 else:
17 if 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑟_𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑_𝑠𝑖𝑚 (𝑐𝑝𝑖 .𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑, 𝑐𝑝 𝑗 .𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑) ≥ \ :
18 add_edge(g, 𝑐𝑝𝑖 , 𝑐𝑝 𝑗 , "ContentSimilarity", \ )
19 json.dump(g) ⊲ Save column similarity subgraph

20 Main Node:
21 𝐺 = 𝜙 ⊲ Data global schema graph

22 for subgraph g do
23 𝐺 ← 𝐺 ∪ 𝑔
24 return G

[15] (lines 11-12). (ii) content similarity exists between columns
that have similar raw values. For all fine-grained types except
booleans, content similarity is based on the cosine distance
between their column embeddings (lines 16-18), while for booleans,
it is based on the difference in true ratio, i.e., the percentage of
values that equal True (lines 13-15). Finally, the dataset graph
is constructed (lines 21 to 24). KGLiDS utilizes the predicted
relationships between columns to identify unionable and joinable
tables. Two tables are unionable or joinable if one or more of their
columns have high label or content similarity relationships, respec-
tively. The similarity score between two tables is based on both the
number of similar columns and the similarity scores between them.

Graph Linker. In pipeline abstraction, the dataset usage analysis
predicts potential columns or tables read by statements based on
predefined heuristics. However, not all predicted columns or tables
exist in the dataset. For instance, the column NormalizedAge in
line 8 in Figure 3 is added by the user and does not exist in the data
global schema. The graph linker verifies the predicted tables and
columns against the global schema. Therefore, pipelines that read
the same table or column are linked together in the global graph.

4 THE KGLIDS INTERFACES
The primary users of KGLiDS are data scientists in an open or
enterprise setting whose objective is to derive insights from their
datasets, construct pipelines, and share their results with other
users. To achieve this goal, KGLiDS offers a number of interfaces
(see component 3 in Figure 1). Our interfaces include a set of Pre-
defined Operations, Ad-hoc Queries enabling users to query the raw
LiDS graph directly. In addition, the Statistics Manager helps collect
and manage statistics about the system and the LiDS graph. Finally,

theModel Manager enables data scientists to run analyses and train
models directly on the LiDS graph to derive insights.

We developed the KGLiDS Interfaces library as a Python
package that provides simple API interfaces2, allowing users to
directly access the KGLiDS storage. We designed these APIs to
formulate the query results as a Pandas Dataframe, which Python
libraries widely support. Thus, data scientists can use our APIs
interactively or programmatically while writing their pipeline
scripts via Jupyter Notebook or any Python-based data science
platform. Due to limited space, the remainder of this section
focuses on pre-defined operations.

Let us consider a scenario where a data scientist is interested
in predicting heart failure in patients and illustrate how KGLiDS’s
pre-defined operations can help achieve this goal.
Search Tables Based on Specific Columns. To get started, the
data scientist would like to find relevant datasets using keyword
search, the following operation supports this:

table_info = search_keywords([['heart',

'disease'], 'patients']])

KGLiDSwill then perform a search in LiDS using the conditions that
are passed by the user who has the possibility to express conjunctive
(AND) and disjunctive conditions (OR) using nested lists. In the ex-
ample above ‘heart’ and ‘disease’ are conjunctive and ‘patients’ is a
disjunctive condition. Let us assume the data scientist has found the
following two datasets of interest: heart-failure-prediction,
heart-failure-clinical-data.
Discover Unionable Columns. In the next step, let us assume
that the data scientist would like to combine the two tables into
one. Since it is very unlikely that the two tables in our example
come with exactly the same schema, the data scientist is seeking
assistance to identify matching (unionable) columns expressing
the same information. KGLiDS provides support to automatically
recommend a schema for the merged table containing all columns
from both input tables that can be matched (unionable columns).
The output will be a Pandas DataFrame. This can be expressed as:

find_unionable_columns(table_info.iloc[0],

table_info.iloc[1])

Join Path Discovery. Let us now assume that the data scientist
would like to join the obtained table with a table from another
dataset to obtain a richer set of features for downstream tasks. Let us
further assume that the table is not directly joinable. Hence, KGLiDS
suggests intermediate tables (restricted to a join path with 2 hops in
our example) and displays the potential join paths. This is done by
computing an embedding of the given DataFrame (df), finding the
most similar table in the LiDS graph, and determining potential join
paths to the given target table. This could be expressed as follows:

get_path_to_table(table_info.iloc[0],

hops=2)

KGLiDS also supports more challenging variations, such as
identifying the shortest path between two given tables.
Library Discovery. Before switching to the machine learning
phase of their pipeline, the data scientist would like to have a
look at the most used libraries by their fellow users. The library
2a Colab notebook demonstrating the KGLiDSAPIs is available at https://colab.research.
google.com/drive/1XbjJkppz5_nTufgnD53gEBzxyLYViGAi
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Figure 4: Top-k libraries used (k=10) in 13k kaggle pipelines

graph of KGLiDS can be utilized to retrieve the number of unique
pipelines calling a specific library. This can be expressed as:

get_top_k_library_used(k: int)

where 𝑘 is the number of libraries. KGLiDS also plots the corre-
sponding bar chart with the top-k used libraries in all the pipelines
(see Figure 4). Data scientists can quickly get statistics about differ-
ent data science artifacts, i.e., used libraries. As the data scientist
wishes to predict heart failure and is not an expert in building ML
pipelines, KGLiDS assists the data scientist by providing a way to be-
come familiar with the most used libraries in ML pipelines for a spe-
cific task, classification in this case. This can be expressed as follows:

get_top_used_libraries(k=10,

task='classification')

Pipeline Discovery. After reading more about some of the
most used libraries (namely, Pandas, Scikit-learn, and XG-
Boost), the data scientist is interested to see example pipelines
where the following components are used: pandas.read_csv,
XGBoost.XGBClassifier, and sklearn.f1_score. This can be ex-
pressed as:

get_pipelines_calling_libraries(

'pandas.read_csv',

'xgboost.XGBClassifier',

'sklearn.metrics.f1_score')

KGLiDS returns a DataFrame containing a list of pipelines matching
the criteria along with other important metadata.
Transformation Recommendation. Before training a model,
its important to perform the necessary pre-processing and
transformations. For the same KGLiDS offers a function to
recommend transformations for a given dataset. The data scientist
in our example can make use of this function as follows:

recommend_transformations(

dataset='heart-failure-prediction')

KGLiDS returns the set of transformations that could be applied on
the given dataset such as sklearn’s MinMaxScaler, OneHotEncoder
etc. Based on these recommendations the data scientist can then
easily transform their data to generate a much more representative
dataset for model building.
Classifier Recommendation. Afterwards, the data scientist
needs to decide which classification model to use and would like to
retrieve suggestions:

model_info = recommend_ml_models(

dataset='heart-failure-prediction',

task='classification')

KGLiDS returns a dataframe with the list of all classifiers that
have been used for the given dataset along with their score to
assist the data scientist in finalizing the model training.
Hyperparameter Recommendation. In the final step, the data
scientist would like KGLiDS to provide help with finding a promis-
ing configuration for the hyperparameters of the chosen classifier.
This can be expressed as follows:

recommend_hyperparameters(

model_info.iloc[0])

The data scientist can use the configuration values of recom-
mend_hyperparameters to train a model based on the seen ones.
This enables hyperparameter optimization with ease based on the
best practices adopted in thousands of pipelines.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To empirically evaluate KGLiDS, and because there is no holistic
system combining programming scripts and data discovery, we
compared against related systems that capture the semantics of
code or support data discovery. We compare the performance of
KGLiDS’s components to these systems and analyze the quality of
modelling different tasks on top of our LiDS graph.
Compared Systems.We evaluated KGLiDS in terms of pipelines
abstraction against GraphGen4Code [3], a toolkit to generate a
knowledge graph for code 3. For data discovery, we evaluated
KGLiDS against SANTOS [23], 𝐷3𝐿 [8], and Aurum [12], which
utilize diverse techniques for discovering tables in data lakes.
Pipeline Scripts and Datasets. From Kaggle 4 we collected 13,800
data science pipeline scripts used in the top 1000 datasets, which in-
cludes 3,775 tables and 141,704 columns. We selected these pipelines
and datasets based on the number of users’ votes on the Kaggle
platform. For each dataset, we select up to 20 most voted Python
pipelines. The datasets are related to various supervised and un-
supervised tasks in different domains, such as health, economics,
games, and product reviews. The pipeline scripts have different
categories of pipelines, such as pure data exploration and analysis
(EDA), andmachine learningmodelling.We also used the real-world
benchmarks provided by SANTOS and𝐷3𝐿, namely SANTOS Small,
SANTOS Large5, and 𝐷3𝐿 Small6, which are collections real tables
from various open data portals covering multiple domains fields.
RDF Engines and Computing Infrastructure.We used Stardog
version 8.0.0 as SPARQL engine to store the LiDS graph. We de-
ployed the endpoint, KGLiDS, and GrapGen4Code on the same local
machine. We used two different settings for our experiments. In
the first setting, we used a Linux machine with 16 cores and 90GB
of RAM. In the second setting, we used a SPARK cluster of 16 ma-
chines; each with 64 GB RAM and 16 cores to construct our dataset
graphs. Unlike KGLiDS, none of the other systems are distributed,
i.e., do not scale up with multiple machines. Therefore, we used
this configuration to evaluate the scalability of KGLiDS.

3GrapGen4Code is obtained from https://github.com/wala/graph4code
4The script to download these datasets is available at KGLiDS’s repository
5https://github.com/northeastern-datalab/santos
6https://github.com/alex-bogatu/DataSpiders
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Table 1: Number and percentage of triples abstracting different aspects of data science pipelines in KGLiDS and Graph-
Gen4Code.

Modelled Aspect KGLiDS GraphGen4Code Description

Library call 507.3 03.0% 15,272 15.6% Calls to external or built-in APIs e.g. sklearn.ensemble.RandomForest().
Code flow 2,106.9 12.7% 20,304 20.8% Order of execution of code statements.
Data flow 1,269.5 07.6% 13,295 13.6% Order of usage of the same data variables (e.g. DataFrame) by code statements.
RDF node types 2,546.7 15.3% - - Indicate the RDF type of each node e.g. Statement or Column.
Control flow type 808.8 04.9% 1,124 01.2% Special types of code execution e.g. imports, loops, and if-else.
Column reads 3,516.5 21.1% 1,997 02.0% Column(s) in the data global schema read by each statement.
Dataset reads 26.2 00.2% - - Table in the data global schema read by a statement e.g. using pd.read_csv().
Function parameters 3,719.6 22.4% 7,511 07.7% Names and values of inferred function parameters (for library calls).
Library hierarchy 18.1 00.1% - - Hierarchy of library components e.g. sum() part of DataFrame part of pandas.
Statement text 2,120.7 12.7% 7,944 08.1% The raw text of a code statement e.g. "x = 1".
Statement location - - 3,972 04.1% Starting and ending line and column numbers of statement in the script file.
Variable names - - 987 01.0% Name of the variable in an assignment e.g. "idx" for the statement: idx = 0.
Function parameter order - - 25,133 25.8% The order of each function parameter (for library calls).

Total 16,640.4 97,538

5.1 Pipeline Graphs: Abstraction and Usability
We compared KGLiDS to GraphGen4Code [3] using the 13,800
Kaggle pipelines. Our comparison focused on pipeline abstraction
and the usability of abstracted pipelines.

5.1.1 Semantic Pipeline Abstraction. For this set of pipelines,
KGLiDS consumed 11.4 minutes to generate our LiDS graph, which
contains 16.6M triples. GraphGen4Code consumed 2,255.4 minutes
to generate a graph of 97M triples for the same set of pipelines. In
GraphGen4Code, the focus is abstracting semantics from general
code of programs. Thus, GraphGen4Code captures unnecessary
semantics from pipeline scripts. Unlike GraphGen4Code, KGLiDS
captures semantics related only to data science. Comparing with
GraphGen4Code, KGLiDS achieved a graph reduction of more
than 82% and even captured semantics, which GraphGen4Code
did not manage to capture, as shown in Table 1. For example,
capturing semantics related to statement location, variable names,
or function’s parameter order is irrelevant to pipeline automation
or discovery. In contrast, capturing semantics related to datasets,
such as dataset reads, or libraries, such as library hierarchy, is
essential for automating data science pipelines, such as discovering
pipelines for similar datasets and highly effective libraries.

5.1.2 KGLiDS Usability: Data Preprocessing Support. The LiDS
graph models the relationships between data science artifacts like
datasets, pipeline scripts, and libraries, which enables several oppor-
tunities to automate tasks in data science. This automation is not
straightforward when using systems like GraphGen4Code that miss
the interaction between these artifacts (see Table 1). For instance,
consider automating the task of data preparation, which anecdo-
tally consumes 80% of a data scientist’s work load. KGLiDS is able to
utilize the knowledge “encoded” by fellow data scientists working
on similar datasets to recommend promising data preparation tech-
niques in real time. This can be formulated as a SPARQL query that
finds the most similar datasets and the data preparation statements
that use the individual columns. For example, finding feature trans-
formations applied to a specific column, say Age in the titanic table

can be done effortlessly by a SPARQL query fetching all operations
provided by the sklearn.preprocessing package and applied on the
Age column of the titanic table. This query takes∼70 ms and returns
a list of feature transformation techniques employed by other data
scientists, for example StandardScaling which is used to standardize
a feature by removing the mean and scaling to unit variance.

Similarly, for finding data cleaning techniques to handle missing
values in the titanic table, a query that fetches cleaning operations
in the pandas.DataFrame class and applied on titanic can be
constructed easily. This query takes ∼100 ms and returns a list of
cleaning operations applied previously by fellow data scientists,
for example, interpolate which is used to fill missing values by
interpolation.Finally, to automate data preparation for unseen
tables, KGLiDS computes column embeddings on the fly and
queries the embedding store for the most similar tables. This
is followed by querying the LiDS graph in the regular fashion
to discover transformations or cleaning operations applied on
these similar tables. The above discussed approach takes ∼500
ms including (i) calculating embeddings, (ii) searching for the
most similar tables, and (iii) querying the LiDS graph. This allows
KGLiDS to exploit the collected knowledge to solve tasks such as
feature transformation and data cleaning in a productive fashion.

5.2 The Datasets Graph and Data Discovery
We compared KGLiDS to SANTOS [23], 𝐷3𝐿 [8], and Aurum [12]
in terms of the effectiveness and scalability of data discovery on
three benchmark datasets: Santos Small, Santos Large, and 𝐷3𝐿
Small which consist of 525, 11,086, and 654 tables, respectively.

5.2.1 Effectiveness of Data Discovery. In an extensive collection of
datasets, such as a data lake, one of the data discovery tasks is to
find related tables. As defined in [8, 23], for a certain table 𝑇 , (i) ta-
ble relatedness is calculated in terms of Precision@k and Recall@k
for different values of 𝑘 , where 𝑘 is the number of related tables to
𝑇 , and (ii) precision and recall are calculated as the averages over
multiple query tables sampled at random.We use the same values of
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Figure 5: Average precision and recall of table discovery on
two benchmark datasets.

𝑘 (10- and 185-) and number of query tables (50 and 100) as in SAN-
TOS [23] and 𝐷3𝐿 [8], respectively. Figure 5 shows the average Pre-
cision@k and Recall@k for the different systems and benchmarks.

KGLiDS significantly outperforms 𝐷3𝐿 in terms of precision
and recall in both datasets. In Santos Small, KGLiDS maintains
a consistently-higher precision while varying the number of ta-
bles 𝑘 . In contrast, Santos achieves lower precision with higher
𝑘 . Regarding recall, KGLiDS consistently achieves comparable or
slightly better recall than Santos. The Santos approach requires the
ground truth to be in a specific format that was not provided by
the authors. Furthermore, the authors did not evaluate the perfor-
mance of Santos versus 𝐷3𝐿 using the 𝐷3𝐿 Small dataset. They
also used the large datasets for scalability test only. These results
demonstrates the effectiveness of (i) using CoLR models to infer
similarity between columns and (ii) breaking down columns into
fine-grained data types. Both of these techniques help reduce the
number of false-positives relationships in these majority-textual
benchmark datasets, thus resulting in high precision.

5.2.2 Performance and Scalability Analysis. To analyze the cost
of achieving our outstanding precision and recall, we analyzed the
performance of KGLiDS and SANTOS in terms of indexing and
discovery queries. Table 2 summarizes our results. Moreover, we
also performed a strong scalability test using KGLiDS by varying
the number of machines while indexing SANTOS Large, as shown
in Figure 6. For both experiments, we utilized a cluster of 16
machines. SANTOS operates as a multi-threaded system on a single
machine known as scale-up. Conversely, KGLiDS is a SPARK-based
system that can scale out to multiple machines. Thus, regarding
indexing the large dataset, KGLiDS is 22 times faster than SANTOS.
Furthermore, KGLiDS is designed to scale for discovery queries.

Table 2: As a scale-out system, KGLiDS demonstrates signif-
icantly better scalability in indexing compared to SANTOS,
which is a scale-up system. Additionally, our SPARQL-based
data discovery substantially outperforms SANTOS.

Benchmark System Indexing Query

SANTOS
Small

KGLiDS 3.5 min 0.02 sec
SANTOS 4.1 hr 28.2 sec

Santos
Large

KGLiDS 1.7 hr 0.24 sec
SANTOS 38.2 hr 35.8 sec
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Figure 6: Strong scalability test of KGLiDS on SANTOS Large
with a Spark cluster of different numbers of workers.

Our queries leverage the built-in indices in RDF engines, resulting
in a sub-second query time for both the small and large datasets.
Compared to SANTOS, KGLiDS is two orders of magnitude faster
for discovery queries. For the strong scalability test, Figure 6
shows the time taken by both the data profiling (Algorithm 2) and
knowledge graph construction (Algorithm 3). Overall, KGLiDS
maintains a consistent level of performance and effectively utilizes
additional resources to index and construct the LiDS graph.

6 RELATEDWORK
While some existing systems capture the semantics of code and oth-
ers support data discovery, KGLiDS is the first platform to combine
these aspects in a single system and implement our vision of linked
data science on federated datasets [25]. Our platform is powered by
knowledge graph technologies to enable the data science commu-
nity to explore, exchange, and automatically learn from data science
artifacts, namely pipeline scripts and datasets. KGLiDS provides a
navigational structure linking data science artifacts that serves as
a basis for automating various tasks in data science. For example,
systems that formalize the AutoML problem as a graph genera-
tion problem [19] can benefit from our semantic representation of
pipelines. In addition, we demonstrated an example of automating
data preparation tasks, which data scientists reportedly spend the
majority of their time on.
Capture Pipeline Semantics. The use of KGs to support applica-
tions on top of source code has seen much traction in recent years.
Several approaches [3, 5, 7, 21] provide a semantic representation
of source code with KGs. These techniques cannot be generalized
to data science pipelines due to their heavy reliance on the detailed
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static analysis of Java, where information such as method input and
return types is straightforward to determine. GraphGen4Code [3] is
a toolkit utilizing a tool called WALA [2] for general-purpose static
code analysis. Unlike GraphGen4Code, KGLiDS combines static
code analysis with library documentation and dataset usage analy-
ses to have a rich semantic abstraction that captures the essential
concepts in data science pipelines.
Data Discovery Systems design metadata collected from datasets
as different navigational data structures. Consider for example,
(i) SANTOS [23] that generates a synthetic knowledge base, (ii)
RONIN [30], which builds a hierarchical structure, (iii) 𝐷3𝐿 [8],
which constructs hash-based indices, and (iv) Aurum [12] that cre-
ates an in-memory linkage graph. These systems do rarely use
open standards. We are the first to design a navigational data struc-
ture capturing the semantics of datasets and pipelines based on
knowledge graph technologies. Furthermore, we enable several data
discovery operations, such as unionable tables, joinable tables, and
join path discovery. Unlike [29, 38, 40], KGLiDS also enables users to
query datasets based on embeddings and combines easily different
operations in one pipeline script. We demonstrated these capabili-
ties of KGLiDS’s data discovery support, andwe called it KGLac [18].

7 CONCLUSION
This paper describes KGLiDS, a fully-fledged platform to enable
Linked Data Science powered by knowledge graphs and machine
learning. KGLiDS is designed to scale in constructing a highly
interconnected knowledge graph capturing the semantics of
datasets, pipeline scripts, and code libraries. KGLiDS implements
specialized static code analysis that infers information not oth-
erwise obtainable with general-purpose static analysis, resulting
in a richer, more accurate, and more compact abstraction of data
science pipelines. KGLiDS further utilizes an advanced data profiler
empowered by machine learning to analyze data items, including
datasets, tables, and columns. In combination, these components
enable novel use cases for discovery, exploration, reuse, and
automation in data science platforms.
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